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Introductions

T. Sean Kelly
Manager, Legal eDiscovery, Johnson & Johnson
T. Sean Kelly is Manager, Legal eDiscovery in the Litigation Group of Johnson & Johnson’s Law
Department. He has global responsibility and oversight of eDiscovery issues for matters
originating in the Medical Devices and Consumer Products business sectors. Sean has more
than a decade of experience in both legal technology and litigation support. In his current
role, Mr. Kelly serves the Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies exclusively, advising
internal stakeholders on best practices in collection, forensic technology, document review
and controlling cost. His expertise is often called upon to define discovery solutions for
evolving technologies including cloud-based repositories, dynamic social media platforms,
and the shifting landscape associated with cross-border transactions for a global enterprise.
He manages projects of varying scope and size on the full EDRM spectrum, including: product
liability litigation, employment, internal and compliance investigations, intellectual property
litigation, complex commercial litigation, securities litigation, and governmental agency
inquiries. Sean specializes in the design and implementation of defensible Discovery
strategies for the preservation, collection, analysis, review, and production of electronically
stored information (ESI). He focuses on early information source assessment and ESI
production protocol collaboration—together these proactive strategies allow Mr. Kelly to
effectively manage outside counsel and vendor spend, while expediting early case
assessment. In addition to his work in eDiscovery, Sean is the principal author of strategic
organizational communications relating to eDiscovery and associated legal education and
training. Prior to joining J&J, he worked in litigation support for a Swiss medical device
manufacturer and at an AmLaw 100 firm where he primarily served clients in the life sciences
and consumer products industries. Mr. Kelly holds a B.A., cum laude, University of South
Carolina, a Master of Science in Management – Information Systems, and a Master of
Business Administration, Gwynedd-Mercy University. Mr. Kelly is active in several industry
organizations, including: IAPP, ACEDS, ASTC and EDI.

Introductions

Tim Anderson
Managing Director, FTI Technology
Tim Anderson is a Managing Director in the FTI Technology segment based in
San Francisco. He has over fifteen years’ experience in legal technology as an
application development manager, programmer, systems integrator, and
consultant. Mr. Anderson has served clients in the airline, automobile,
biotechnology, entertainment, financial services, pharmaceutical, retail, and
technology industries on matters relating to antitrust investigations, intellectual
property litigation, and securities litigation. He specializes in developing
strategies for the preservation, collection, analysis, review, and production of
electronically stored information (ESI) in enterprise data sources ranging from
traditional repositories such as email and document management systems, to
cloud-based systems like Slack, Box, and Google Apps. Prior to joining FTI, Mr.
Anderson worked as a consultant with Strategic Discovery, Inc. At Strategic
Discovery, he was responsible for the development of a structured data analysis
practice group to focus on the technical discovery of data from enterprise
systems. Prior to Strategic Discovery and FTI, Mr. Anderson worked at the law
firm of Morrison & Foerster LLP. Mr. Anderson was the founding member of
Morrison’s Litigation Technology Department responsible for designing, building,
and maintaining database technologies to meet the needs of Morrison’s 1,000+
attorneys.

Introductions

JR Jenkins
Managing Director, FTI Technology
JR Jenkins, MLIS, is director of product marketing in the FTI Technology practice
and is based in Seattle. He is active in developing industry thought leadership,
such as an e-discovery XML standard, through his participation with the
Electronic Discovery Reference Model Project (EDRM). Prior to joining FTI, JR
worked on information retrieval projects for 10 years with companies such as
Intel Research, Microsoft, and ProQuest Information and Learning. He has been
a featured speaker at Information Online Sydney, NISO, and several American
Library Association conferences on the topics of Search, OpenURL, and
information behavior. He holds a master’s degree in library and information
science from the University of Washington and a bachelor’s degree from
Michigan State University.
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The Three Rs of Big Data – Roots, Reasons, Reality

Data Madness - How did we get here?
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>70 million monthly active commercial
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Seats grew 57% in Q116 vs Q115
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5m business have ‘gone Google’
64% of Fortune 500
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97% of Fortune 500
500 million people in 8 million businesses
150,000 paid accounts
~140 billion files
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57,000 customers
59% of Fortune 500
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Project Management, Collaboration, Communication

Knowledge Workers Want Speed, Flexibility
"Because we have access to very good tools in our private lives we expect
the same level of functionality and performance in business," says Jeffrey
Mann, a vice president of research at Gartner. Workers are often
disappointed by legacy applications that can drag down productivity and
workflow. As a result, Mann says, many employees have stopped using
these ineffective apps or at least avoid using them as much as possible.
Enterprise collaboration is being transformed by the nexus of mobile,
social, cloud and data, says Monica Basso, a research vice president at
Gartner. While the hurdles to success may be daunting, she encourages
businesses to not be shy about experimenting with newer tools and
resources.
Gartner projects more than 300 billion mobile apps a year will be
downloaded from mobile app stores. "This is where the work is moving so
mobile is becoming the primary access point for IT resources and
solutions," says Gartner analyst Monica Basso.

Data Discovery before eDiscovery

Technical Diversity
A new Apple App is
submitted for approval
every two minutes
New companies and
new applications
appear faster than
packaged software can
be modified
Minimal IT expense,
instant scalability, and
(almost) free software

Workplace Changes

+

Mobile, global
workforce puts new
demands on data
storage and access
Lines blurring between
professional data
“owned” by a company
or by an individual
Many users do not
know how to (or want
to) maintain multiple
identities

Lack of Corporate
Control

=

IT and Legal
departments do not
know their data
universe
Users can easily move,
share or delete data
Collection tools cannot
keep pace with new
applications

The impact to investigations & e-discovery
Legal requirements are not a priority for
app developers
□ Critical features for legal
compliance and discovery are
either missing or unreliable

□ Every messaging systems has
individual interfaces and logging
mechanisms

□ Rapid changes targeted at the
key customers break tools used
for legal management

□ Apps often have no real search
capability – and do not index
external links or attached files

□ Every system has unique
challenges in accessing
information

□ Email systems and archives
(including Google and eVault) do
not support complex legal
searches

The Policy Approach

Key Considerations in developing defensible policies
Has the ship already sailed?
Ensure you have an acceptable use policy that specifically addresses
social media and networking applications
■ set expectations for end-users that are attainable and not
idealistic.
Cross-functional collaboration with stakeholders
■ such as IT, Compliance, eDiscovery Collections,
Procurement/Sourcing and business leadership
Align Information Governance policy to account for third-party
applications that will store/host your organization’s information
Select applications that suit your organization’s risk tolerance
■ (e.g. finance and pharma are highly regulated and risk-averse with
respect to data security and governance)

People

Process

The Technology and Process Approach
Platform

The Case for a Holistic Approach
People
■ Deep understanding of APIs and ETL
■ Authentication and authorization – OpenID, OAuth
■ Key metadata and entities (dates, people, orgs, messages, etc.)
Process
■ Systems for API Discovery and Data Profiling
■ Testing and Q&A Model
Process
People
■ Documentation
■ Maintenance
Platform
Platform
■ Versatile and secure data integration platform
■ Allows for rapid development of reusable components

Focus on a Repeatable Process / Dedicated Platform
API Discovery and Data Profiling
■ System for investigating new APIs and profiling available methods and
data elements
Testing and Q&A
■ Connector development model incorporates QA and QC into process
■ Package sign-off prior to deployment
Standards and Documentation
■ Document process and available metadata
■ Baseline data transfer rates
Maintenance
■ Process for updating key connectors with latest API changes

Connecting the Dots - Visual Analytics

Visual Analytics - The Fastest Path to Knowledge

Cloud Data
Sources

Emails

Instant
Messages

Data
visualizations to
provide context
□ Organizations
□ Custodians
□ Tags

Word, Excel &
Image Files

□ Languages
□ Created Dates
□ People

Hard
Drives

Email
Servers

□ Entities

The Benefits of Visual Investigation
Quickly see the whole story –
both details and trends - via
metadata and content

Separate wheat from chaff
with good reason to ignore
most of population

Present multiple
data points

Preview what document
population is about

Zoom in and provide
same information at
document level

Context aware:
The right lens at
right time

Keys to Smarter App Investigations
Questions for the panel
What are you most interested in seeing during an investigation?
In the first few days?
In the middle?

How about after collection?

Data Visualization Examples

High level summary by content

Who is talking with whom?

Document level summary

Key takeaways
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You can develop a defensible policy for today and tomorrow
Know how to collect critical (and discoverable) information
Proactive transformation and enrichment
Draw a coherent picture
Do research to understand the data universe

Questions?

Thank You
For more information
about collecting app data &
using analytics
in investigations, visit:
www.ftitechnology.com/radiance
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